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Hollywood reporter tv podcast

In this podcast series, Carolyn Giardina, Tech Editor for The Hollywood Reporter, expands her craft coverage of film. She will talk to filmmakers, editors, production designers, composers, visual effects supervisors, and other leading artists who bring the magic of ... · TV &amp; Film · Technology · Welcome to In Conversation With, a Hollywood Podcast
Reporter produced in partnership with Apple TV+. In each episode we chat with the creators and stars of some of the most compelling TV shows and hear more about what led to bringing these stories to life. Josh Gad - Central Park This week, The Hollywood Reporter talks to Josh Gad, co-creator and star of Central Park - Apple TV + the new animated
musical comedy. The Broadway vet discusses the exhaustive work of mounting multiple musical numbers in each episode, collaborating with various composers and the complicated process of remotely producing a cartoon during the blocking. J.K. Simmons - Defending Jacob The Hollywood Reporter talks to J.K. Simmons about his work on Apple TV+'s
limited television series Defending Jacob, in which he plays William Bloody Billy Barber, a man who is serving a prison sentence after a grizzly crime. The Oscar-winning actor spoke to THR about crafting complicated bad guys, working opposite Chris Evans and how this character compares to his first memorable role as an inmate, on the acclaimed series
Oz.M. Night Shyamalan - 'Servant' This week, The Hollywood Reporter is staying with M. Night Shyamalan, director and executive producer of Servant - the psychological thriller of Apple TV+ about a young couple whose already unusual life is turned upside down down with the arrival of a mysterious nanny. The filmmaker, who wrote and directed the most
recent film Split and Glass, talks about giving up some artistic control to other directors and inspiring the new talents he recruited for the series: I want new voices to shock me and wake me up. Ryan White - Visible: Out on Television For Pride Month, The Hollywood Reporter speaks to Ryan White, director and executive producer of Visible: Out on Television
- Apple TV + five-part documentary series about LGBTQ history being reflected in the media. The filmmaker, whose documents include The Keepers, Ask Dr. Ruth and The Case Against 8, talks about the legacy of the long-running project, enlisting a small army to find archival footage and rushing back from Malaysia to Los Angeles to interview Oprah
Winfrey. Rob McElhenney - Mythic Quest: Raven's Banquet The Hollywood Reporter chats with Rob McElhenney, co-creator and star of Mythic Quest: Raven's Banquet - Apple TV + satire in the oft-dysfunctional video game industry. Multihyphenate explains how the distribution and crew removed a special quarantine, filmed and produced remote in the
spring, and rethinks his comedy at work at a time when many offices do not reopen. More Talks about taking his other comedy, It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia, in a record 15th season. Michelle Dockery - Defending Jacob The Hollywood Reporter talks to Michelle Dockery, who stars in Apple TV+'s limited television series Defending Jacob, as a mother
whose 14-year-old son is accused of killing his classmate. The actress talks to THR about getting into the mentality of a woman who loses confidence in her son's innocence and how she was able to shake off the emotional weight of the role when the shooting was finished. In addition, the former Downton Abbey breakout reveals whether she would consider
returning to a long-running TV show and her hopes for a day trying in a musical. Shame on the holiday reporter for losing Tim Goodman. Manually refresh the RSS feed to sync Get a verified (claimed) badge next to the podcast name on Listen to Notes Reply to listener comments on Listen to Notes Use speech-text techniques to transcribe the show and edit
transcripts Soon: Promote Self-Service on Listen To Notes Improve the presence of your podcasts, for example, self-served podcaster interview... Follow podcast statistics on Listen to notes, for example, listen, page views... Manage the episodes by agreeing below, you agree that NPR sites use cookies, similar tracking and storage technologies, and
information about the device you use to access our sites to improve your viewing, listening, and user experience, personalize content, personalize messages from NPR sponsors, provide social media features, and analyze NPR traffic. This information is shared with social media services, sponsorship, analytics and other third-party service providers. See
details. Decline and Visit Plain Text Site 1w ago by Scott Feinberg 1w ago by Lesley Goldberg 2w ago by Lesley Goldberg 2w ago by Lesley Goldberg October 23, 2020 by Lesley Goldberg October 16, 2020 by Lesley Goldberg October 9, 2020 by Lesley Goldberg October 7, 2020 by Scott Feinberg October 2, 2020 by Lesley Goldberg September 28, 2020
to September 27 , 2020 by Scott Feinberg September 25, 2020 by Lesley Goldberg September 18, 2020 by Lesley Goldberg September 14, 2020 by Scott Feinberg The Hollywood Reporter Public Welcome to TV's Top 5! Each episode features The Hollywood Reporter's West Coast TV Editor Lesley Goldberg and TV Critic Daniel Fienberg's head of it
breaking down the latest industry headlines. The podcast is divided into five segments, providing a deep-dive analysis of the latest TV news and a critical look at current and upcoming shows. Each episode of the weekly podcast includes an in-depth interview with one of the most Industry showrunners or a voice up-and-coming new. Have an indu... The
Regular series is a podcast that follows a successful TV show through its current season. Josh Wigler, for The Hollywood Reporter, will breakdown the latest episodes and will give you his intuition and opinion on what may come next. First, the Regular Series will follow the last season of thrones. Stay tuned and subscribe to be the first to find out what show
we'll break down for you next. Hosted by Josh Wigler Produced by: Matthew Whitehurst and Joshua Farnham Executive... On this podcast, Seth Abramovitch, senior writer of The Hollywood Reporter, and Chip Pope, an Emmy-winning TV writer and comic book, take you behind the scenes of indelible pop culture moments that have shaped Hollywood history
– with special guests who were actually there. In a city where everything old is finally back again, Seth and Chip give listeners a place first to the way things were. Welcome to it happened in Hollywood! Hosted by Seth Abramovitch and Chip Pope Produced by: Matthew W ... In this podcast series, Carolyn Giardina, Tech Editor for The Hollywood Reporter,
expands her craft coverage of film. She will talk to filmmakers, editors, production designers, composers, visual effects supervisors and other top artists who bring the magic of movies to cinemas. Subscribe now to receive episodes of this new inspired series that shines a light on artists who spend most of their time behind the screen. Hosted by Carolyn
Giardi ... Hollywood Remixed is a topical, diversity-focused podcast from The Hollywood Reporter, hosted by Rebecca Sun and Rebecca Ford. Each episode will be dedicated to a single theme – a type of character or story that has traditionally been underrepresented or distorted in pop culture – and will present a special guest whose latest work exemplifies
a new discovery in representation. We will revisit innovative classics and introduce listeners to hidden gems in order to better understand... Join Ed Opperman with expert guests and authors as they discuss true crime stories in news, conspiracy theories, issues of social injustice and NWO resistance. Welcome to In Conversation With, a Hollywood Reporter
podcast produced in partnership with Apple TV+. In each episode we chat with the creators and stars of some of the most compelling TV shows and hear more about what led to bringing these stories to life. Author of Abomination, The Prophet of Evil and the Children of the Beast. Director of The Smiley Face Killers and Occult Hollywood, vol. 2, Prophet of
Evil, Children of the Beast. Hollywood Futures is a free video podcast dedicated to connecting Hollywood Hopefuls with tips directly from the mouths of celebrities and success stories that have grown to the top. Cinemondo is an inside film review podcast hosted by three film fiinds, Kathy, Mark and Burk, who work in the Hollywood entertainment industry. We
review movies, interview film industry professionals, discuss movie posters and trailers, and report entertainment news. Visit us at Your weekly entertainment Hollywood report RALPH report with Ralph Garman is a daily show featuring news, pop culture, and current events so filtered through the twisted mind of is the host. The show presents comedy
comedy interviews with celebrities, and TV reviews &amp; movie, along with Ralph's take on what's happening in the world. Production has a moment. But what will it actually take to create more blue-collar jobs and strengthen our industrial base? Alliance for American Manufacturing President Scott Paul discusses with policy makers, production experts and
factory workers to find out. A tribute to all our travels... but mostly Disney Dirt Alerts are myTalk 107.1 radio's bit-size daily entertainment updates. When it comes to Hollywood, movies, TV, celebrities and pop culture, these are the titles you need to know to go about your day, all in a 2-3 minute ratio. Updated during the week twice a day, you'll always be in
know with myTalk's Dirt Alerts. Chauncey DeVega Show is the official podcast of Salon.com political writer Chauncey DeVega. On a weekly basis the show has a relaxed and free-form conversation with artists, authors, musicians, researchers, academics, journalists, activists, as well as Hollywood actors and directors. Interviews with genre scholars about
their new books Interviews with people of popular culture about their new books The Mr. Hollywood show is a satirical look at the absurd world of entertainment news. Every week Matt Mr. Hollywood Demers gives his offbeat commentary on the latest Hollywood gossip, genuine celebrity interviews, and tries his best to convince his listeners (and himself) that
he is famous. Colbert's report meets Entertainment Tonight on Botox. The podcast by Sapphire Sandalo Showbiz Express a Golden Mike winner, is a one-minute entertainment update that features all the latest showbiz news from Hollywood, New York and around the world. SBE also offers personalized coverage from major entertainment events including
the Oscars, Emmys, Golden Globes and Grammy Awards. Lawyer and Bravo TV Star Vikki Ziegler and psychologist Cooper Lawrence cover the latest in Hollywood. Who meets who and who divorces who! A retrospective of the stories, characters and crew responsible for one of the greatest trilogies of all time. When this podcast hits 88 mph, you're going to
hear some serious s***. Private Detective Joe Hagmann and former Hollywood insider and Hagmann report producer Jon Robberson come together every day to bring a unique perspective to current news and events that are important. Joe Hagmann has been co-host of the Hagmann Report for the past six years with Doug Hagmann, who can also be heard
here on the radio talk blog. Please contribute to the financing of the show by donating here - your support is more than we can say, but thanks... Keiser Report - Markets! Finance! Scandal! Keiser Report is a no-holds-barat look at the shocking scandals behind global financial securities. From the complicity between Wall Street and Capitol Hill to the latest
wave of bank crime, from fake government economic statistics to defrauded stocks. Rigged. nothing escapes the eye of Max Keiser, a former broker, inventor of specialized virtual technology and co-founder of the Hollywood Stock Exchange. With the help of Keiser's co-host, ... Discover the emerging talent of the Sundance Film Festival with these billboards
recorded in front of a live audience at SundanceTV Headquarters in Park City, Utah. Hosted by Ben Domenech, this is a daily podcast featuring engaging and in-depth conversations with journalists, scholars, authors, politicians, and thinkers of all stripes. Along with guest hosts Mollie Hemingway, Christopher Bedford and Emily Jashinsky, Domenech offers
intelligent and compelling dialogues about politics, culture, religion and the news of the day. Support the show by subscribing, evaluating, and writing a review! Interviews with Scientists from America about their new Roxy Report Podcast books is hosted by Roxy Clark, Professional Idiot and Transgender Woman! From Transgender Fish News to what LGBT
is up this week Join Roxy as I delve into the more humorous side of the LGBT community! Blackarazzi.com is the premiere celebrity gossip site that covers all of Hollywood black. While other famous blog sites wait for red carpet photos in the comfort of their homes, Blackarazzi staff cover places where black celebrities dine and party - breaking exclusive
entertainment video images. . 3 times a week on the radio and daily on the web, TEAM BLACKARAZZI brings the latest celeb news and exclusive video images directly to you, raw – No Suga, no Cream. Part of our world is a bi-weekly podcast where hosts Keenan and Rachael have a half-hour (or so) conversation about a Disney-related topic, whether it's
tips for parks, favorite movies or characters, or don't go crazy waiting for that next Disney vacation. Piper Resee hits red carpets and goes behind the scenes, on set and in the studio with today's mega-PiPeRiFiC interviews the biggest hollywood stars! Save gossip - we ask you real questions that you want answered! This is the lower, lower resolution version
of the show! Three old friends from their college debate team who have recorded their phone chats for 15 years. Podcasts with authors about their new books Podcast NüVoices is hosted by members of NüVoices Chenni Xu, Cindy Yao and Joanna Chiu, who explore women's work in the media, academia and the arts of Greater China, the impact of abuse of
power, international and domestic politics, and their own personal stories. This podcast is entirely coordinated by the NüVoices board, with the production of SupChina. Every two weeks, comedians TJ Chambers and Andy Wood meet to take a look at what happens when Hollywood has the same idea twice. Each episode a look at upcoming TV &amp; DVD
movie releases, movie remakes, sequels and new movies. Each episode will also have an interview with a celebrity from the film, TV ot the music industry. Check out our website OnScreenAndBeyond.com for film, DVD, DVD, comments and more! Interviews with Latin culture scholars and history about their new books When your favorite shows are over,
we're just getting started. Live interactive podcasts take place on Youtube, immediately after the episode of shows such as THE WALKING DEAD, GAME OF THRONES &amp; More. Post Show Recaps features Rob Cesternino from Rob Has a Podcast and Josh Wigler Listen to two independent filmmakers pitch their bizarre film ideas to AAA Ryan
(American Average Audience), who will decide whether their films will be a success or not. While Hollywood images depict a veneer of fantasy for some, the work of creating such images is far from escapism. In Celebrity Manufacturing: Latino Paparazzi and women's reporters in Hollywood (Duke University Press, 2020), anthropologist Vanessa Díaz
examines the run and gender hierarchies and inequalities that are nested in the paper ... While Hollywood images depict a veneer of fantasy for some, the work of creating such images is far from escapism. In Celebrity Manufacturing: Latino Paparazzi and women's reporters in Hollywood (Duke University Press, 2020), anthropologist Vanessa Díaz
examines the run and gender hierarchies and inequalities that are nested in the paper ... While Hollywood images depict a veneer of fantasy for some, the work of creating such images is far from escapism. In Celebrity Manufacturing: Latino Paparazzi and women's reporters in Hollywood (Duke University Press, 2020), anthropologist Vanessa Díaz
examines the run and gender hierarchies and inequalities that are nested in the paper ... While Hollywood images depict a veneer of fantasy for some, the work of creating such images is far from escapism. In Celebrity Manufacturing: Latino Paparazzi and women's reporters in Hollywood (Duke University Press, 2020), anthropologist Vanessa Díaz
examines the run and gender hierarchies and inequalities that are nested in the paper ... While Hollywood images depict a veneer of fantasy for some, the work of creating such images is far from escapism. In Celebrity Manufacturing: Latino Paparazzi and women's reporters in Hollywood (Duke University Press, 2020), anthropologist Vanessa Díaz
examines the run and gender hierarchies and inequalities that are nested in the paper ... At today's edition of The Federalist Radio Hour, Eric Kaufmann, a professor of politics at Birkbeck, University of London, joins Federalist Editor Ben Domenech to discuss changing patterns among white voters, and how they have affected the 2020 election and voting.
Sponsored by Express VPN, Fundrise Join conversation and comment on this podcast episode... The shocking and definitive account of the lawyers and media tycoons who allowed Donald Trump's rise, with new revelations from the Wall Street Journal team, with the Pulitzer Prize, his fame and the myths he propagated about himself, Donald Trump has
always moved into a world of gossip barons, corrupt lawyers and porn stars. Bu... Bu... Walking Dead World Beyond | Week 6 Josh Wigler (@roundhoward), Jess Liese (@HaymakerHattie) and Brandon Chappell (@Chappels_Show) journey forward in the zombie apocalypse, on two different fronts: Fear of Walking Dead season six and The Walking Dead:
World Beyond season one. Every week, they discuss brand new episodes from both Walki... Space X launches second crew for NASA; Blake Shelton takes home top country artist; Kelly Clarkson's daytime talk show tested positive for COVID-19By info@podcastone.com AANG IN ACOLO: Avatar The Last Airbender Book 1 Episode 14 The Fortuneteller Zak
Mohamed (@Zakmohamed32) and Jacob Redmon (@jkredmon) are joined by guest Audrey Sizemore (@AudreySizemore1) to talk about Episode 14 of Avatar: The Last Airbender. Zak, Jacob &amp; Audrey get their fortunes told as they recap Fortuneteller. Enter Audr... In this episode of New Books in History, Jana Byars talks to Sharon Strocchia,
professor of history at Emory University. She is the author of death and ritual in Renaissance Florence, (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992), Nuns and Nuns in Renaissance Florence (Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009), and the book we are here to talk about... In the 1890s, Australian and New Zealand women became the first in the world to win the
election. Full of victories, they vowed to lead a global battle to expand women's electoral rights. Mapping the common trajectory of colonial voting campaigns, James Keating Distant Sisters: Australasian Women and the Internation... Representations of poverty and place: Using geographic text analysis to understand speech (Palgrave Macmillan, 2019)
explores a new methodological approach that combines analytical techniques in linguistics and geography to bring fresh perspectives to the study of poverty. Using the geographical analysis of the text, the authors - Laura Paterson and Ian... In the 1890s, Australian and New Zealand women became the first in the world to win the election. Full of victories,
they vowed to lead a global battle to expand women's electoral rights. Mapping the common trajectory of colonial voting campaigns, James Keating Distant Sisters: Australasian Women and the Internation... The history of modern Israel is a highly contested subject. From the Balfour declaration to the six-day war to the recent assault on Gaza, ideologically
charged narratives and counter-narratives fight for domination not just in Israel, but around the world. In the United States and Israel, the Israeli case is treated as more right... In April 1955, twenty-nine countries in Africa, Asia and the Middle East gathered for a diplomatic conference in Bandung, Indonesia, with the intention of defining the direction of the
postcolonial world. Apparently representing two-thirds of the world's population, the occurred during a key transition moment in the mid-20th century ... In 1964, 1964, X was invited to debate at the Oxford Union Society at Oxford University. The theme of that evening's debate was the infamy phrase in Barry Goldwater's 1964 Republican Convention:
Extremism in the Defense of Freedom is not a vice; moderation in the pursuit of justice is not a virtue. His response to this topic stands out as per ... William Faulkner's life and works have generated numerous biographical studies that have explored how Faulkner understood Southern history, race, his relationship to art and his place in the canons of
American and world literature. However, some details about Faulkner's life collected by his early biographers did not make it in published form or when he... The history of modern Israel is a highly contested subject. From the Balfour declaration to the six-day war to the recent assault on Gaza, ideologically charged narratives and counter-narratives fight for
domination not just in Israel, but around the world. In the United States and Israel, the Israeli case is treated as more right... In 1964, Malcolm X was invited to debate at the Oxford Union Society at Oxford University. The theme of that evening's debate was the infamy phrase in Barry Goldwater's 1964 Republican Convention: Extremism in the Defense of
Freedom is not a vice; moderation in the pursuit of justice is not a virtue. His response to this topic stands out as per ... As the COVID-19 pandemic took shape in March, a self-isolating and slightly distracted economist decided to take it in his hand. I decided to do what I was good at: I would write a book about the complex interaction between epidemiology
and economics and the political dilemmas it represents. By June, Joshua Gans published Economics in the Age of CO... In Insect Artificiu: Nature and Art in the Dutch Revolt (Princeton UP, 2019) Marissa Anne Bass explores the moment when the seismic forces of the Dutch uprising wreaked havoc in the region's creative and intellectual community, forcing
its members to seek solace in the intimate exchanges of art and knowledge. At the center of the book is a neglected treasure ... In this episode of New Books in History, Jana Byars talks to Sharon Strocchia, professor of history at Emory University. She is the author of death and ritual in Renaissance Florence, (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992), Nuns
and Nuns in Renaissance Florence (Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009), and the book we are here to talk about... William Faulkner's life and works have generated numerous biographical studies that have explored how Faulkner understood Southern history, race, his relationship to art and his place in the canons of American and world literature.
However, some details about Faulkner's life collected by his early biographers did not make it in published form or when he... In this episode of The Federalist Radio Hour, Rogan of the Washington Examiner explains Joe Biden's foreign policy approach and how it will differ from President Donald J. Trump's to alliances, alliances, and other foreign policy
initiations. Sponsored by DonorsTrust, Express VPN, Fundrise Join conversation and comment on this podcast episode:... Episode:...
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